
Music’s Affect on Plant 
Growth



Background Research
• For my science project, I decided to learn about what effects does music have on plant growth. My main 

reason for picking this project was the concept, that music impacts the growth of a plant made me wonder 
about how this might change the way we take care of plants. I also thought that it would challenge me to 
develop a better understanding of how scientists learn about things.

• In my researching my project I found several articles that helped me to develop my ideas.
• In an article titled "Music and Plant Growth" it states that music does in fact benefit plant growth, because of the 

sound wave technology can enhance a plants immune system. This article also state that will help the environment 
avoiding many problems associated with environmental pollution and economic costs of chemical fertilizer and 
herbicide." Therefore, stating that plant growth isn't the only benefit, but also less chemicals in our foods and reduced 
economic costs.

• In another article, " How Do Plants React to Different Types of Music“, it states that plants respond to sound wave 
vibrations causing the plant’s transport cells absorb more nutrients.

• “Effects of Different Musics on HEK293T Cell Growth and Mitochondria Functions” this research showed that plants 
treated with classical /softer music had an increase in the growth rate because the GSH increased by 8% over plants 
that were exposed to other types of music.

• In “ Plant Signaling and Behavior” they found that plants can in fact absorb and resonate sound frequencies, which 
explains how music moves its cells. Also, in the same article, they state that “ The stimulation of sound waves could 
also increase the plant plasma-membrane H+ ATPase activity, the contents of soluble sugars, soluble proteins, and 
amylase activity of callus.” Which indicates that there are many other benefits to using music on plants.

• Finally, in a report titled “ Should You Sing to Your plants? Here’s what the Science Says” it explained that some of the 
many other benefits are increased number of crops produced because of the faster growth rate, as well as a lower 
number of pests and diseases found in crops. For example, at China Agricultural University in Beijing, experimentation 
“showed that sound waves significantly increased the yield of sweet pepper, cucumber, tomato, spinach, cotton, rice, 
and wheat. Additionally, pests such as spider mites, aphids, gray mold, late blight, and virus diseases of tomatoes 
decreased in greenhouse conditions with sound treatment.” 
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Question:
•If music is playing all day in front of a 
plant, will the plant grow significantly 
better than regular plants grown 
without music?

Hypothesis:
•If a plant is exposed to music for 5 
hours per day, it will grow larger than 
a plant that is not exposed to music.
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Independent Variable:
•Playing music

Dependent Variables:
•Size of plant in inches
•Time to sprout
•Size and shape of leaves

Materials
•2 plant seed from the same package of seeds
•2 pots the same size
•Potting soil
•Water
•radio



Procedures:

• Step 1: plant two seeds from the same seed packet into 
to different pots filled with regular potting soil. 

• Step 2: place each pot in a different room so that only 
one plant gets music. Make sure that each plant gets 
the same amount of light and water. Make sure that the 
temperature is the same in both rooms.

• Step 3: play classical music for 5 hours a day in front of 
the first plant. Don’t play music for the second plant 

• Step 4: every two days for 13 days, measure the 
difference in growth between each plant. Also monitor 
their overall health. 

• Step 5: record their growth and all observation.
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Observations:
• Day 1: of the experiment the plants, of course had just been planted the previous day and 

neither had grown.
• Day 3: In plant 1 there was a tiny green spot at the top of the soil. Whereas in plant two it 

still hadn’t started growing.
• Day 5: Plant 1 started to sprout fairly large for a five-day old plant, and plant 2 had just 

started developing.
• Day 7: Plant 1 had grown quite tremendously, yet plant 2 seemed to be growing at a less 

excessive rate. Both of them looked to be fairly healthy and strong.
• Day 9: Plant 1 growth rate had slowed down a bit, So plant 2 had some time to somewhat 

catch up. And they both still looked very healthy and were even started to slightly bend.
• Day 11: Plant 1 had begun expanding its new leaves it had sprouted, though plant 2’s 

leaves were still fairly small still.
• Day 13: For the final day I played music to the plant for 6 hours in the morning. And them 

finally at the end of the day I measured them. I found Plant 1 had grown greater than plant 
2. Its leaves had spread wider, and it was greater in height as well, as shown in the graphs 
below
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Data Table:
Plant #1: Growth in inches Plant #2: Growth in inches 

Day 1 Not yet sprouted Not yet sprouted

Day 3 Starting to sprout Not yet sprouted

Day 5 0.4 inches 0.2 inches

Day 7 1.4 inches 0.9 to 1 inch

Day 9 2.3 inches 1.9 inches

Day 11 2.8 inches 2.3 inches

Day 13 3.5 inches 2.6 inches



Graph:
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Data Analysis:
• The data shows that the plant exposed to music, grew at a faster 

rate than the plant that was not exposed to music. This is clearly 
shown in the graph. For example, on day 11 plant 1’s height was 
2.8 inches, when plant 2’s height was 2.3 inches. Overall plant 1 ( 
with music) grew .9 inches more than Plant 2 ( without music). This 
a 26% increase in growth by plant 1 compared to plant 2.

• In the experiment the extraneous variables, such as exact water 
measurements, and placement, were equal throughout the entire 
experiment. I made sure of this by placing the plants where they 
received the same amount of light, the temperature was the same 
and they were given same amount of water given to each per 
day. Amount of water was measured using a measuring cup.
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Conclusion:
This experiment, supported my hypothesis that music 
really does affect a plants growth and health in a 
positive way. I know this because my data from the 
experiment shows the difference in height between a 
plant with music, and a plant that has never been 
exposed to music. The plant with exposure won by quite 
a bit (About 0.9 inches). And it also showed greater 
strength and larger leaves. Even though it had only been 
13 days it showed significant growth compared to the 
other. Therefore, my conclusion is music does affect 
plant growth.



Further Research:

• If I were to improve this experiment, and had 
more time to do so, I would have redone the 
experiment a second time to further support my 
hypothesis, and to strengthen the experiment all 
together.

• Another question that I could have answered is “ 
Does different types of music affect plant 
growth?"
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